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"CSI:Miami" that featured a well-dressed woman driving
the H2 through an urban business district. The ad con-
cludedwith the line. "Threaten Men in a New Way." i\ later
ad featured a young boy who builds a soap-box-derby-style
racer that looks like a small Hummer. Although it was
slower,he won the downhill race by going off-road and cut-
tingacrossthe paved, zig-zagged race course to edge out the
typicalrace cars at the end.

THE ON-ROAuTEST
AttheH2's launch. auto analysts noted that it had a surpris-
inglysmoothride. but some questioned the quality of the
interiorfurnishings and criticized the lack of storage space.
TheH2sat only five people unless the owner installed an
optionalsixth seat in the back beside the spare tire. Further.
theywondered if consumers would really spend so much for
anoff-the-roadvehicle that studies showed only 10 percent
ofownerswould ever take off the road. In addition. analysts
notedthe increasingly crowded luxury SUV market with
pendingentries from Porsche, BMW.Volvo,and Infiniti.

Despitethe criticism, H2s roared out of the showrooms.
Somebuyers waited months to take delivery and even paid
up to a S10.000 price premium just to get one. GM was
realizingprofits of S20.000 per vehicle. It reached its first-
yeartarget by selIing 18,861 H2s by mid-2003. For calen-
dar2003,GMsold 35,259 H2s. Then. demand slowed: and
GMbegan to offer $2,000 dealer-cash incentives to try to
reduce dealer inventories from an 80-day supply to a
45-daysupply. Moroover. in early 2004. after 5 straight
monthsof sales declines, increasing gas prices seemed to
betakingtheir toll on Hummer sales and pushing it toward
thebottom in J.D. Power customer satisfaction ratings. H2
owners were forking out $50 for gas every 320 miles!
Analysts thought GM would have to reduce its annual
salestarget to 30,000 H2s.

These events, however, did not deter GM from pursuing
itslong-termplan to sell 100,000 Hummer-branded vehicles
ayear.In mid-2003. it introduced the H2 Sport Utility Truck
(SUT),an H2 with a pickup-truck-style cargo area in hack
replacingthe enclosed area in the standard H2. The basic
SUT'sprice was about $1,000 more than the base SUV.

For mid-2005, GM planned to introduce an even smaller
Hummer, the H3 SUV. Priced in the $28,000 to $35,000
range,the company wanted the smaller. less menacing H3
totargetdrivers under 40. It believed the H3 would be espe-
daIly appealing to young males, including teenagers.

Toget the process rolling, GM unveiled an H3T concept
vehicle at the Los Angeles Auto Show in December 2003.
The H3T was a smaller, pickup-truck version of the H2
SUT.GM worked with Nike. the athletic-shoe company.
and BF Goodrich to design the H3T's tires, which were
reversible to alter the tread pattern and featured the trade-
marked Nike swoosh. The H3T would also have a folding
canvas top. drop-down rear window. and a TV camera
mounted on the hood to record those off-road adventures!

The H3T would be similar in size to the H3 SUV.about
15 inches shorter and 7 inches narrower than the H2. It

would feature a 5-cyliI}der, 350hp engine that would get
between 19 and 24 miles per gallon.

The 167 Hummer dealers who wanted to soli the H3s
would have to build Quonset-shaped showrooms with
helicopter-style ceiling fans and a large steel sign in the
shape of an "H" outside. They would also have to con-
struct an off-road driving course on the dealership's
grounds. The showrooms alone would cost about $3 mil-
lion for a 20.000 square-foot store.

GM wants to show that the smaller Hummers can retain
the gesture. stance, and attitude of the larger Hummer. GM
officials indicate that the typical Hummer owner makes
more than $200.000 a year and has two other vehicles
he/she uses for routine driving. The Hummer is for fun.
These officials believe that continued high gas prices will
not affect Hummer sales. Hummer owners are proud and
know that they will get attention. They own a Hummer
because they want to and can afford it.

Some industry analysts. however. wonder if introducing
more Hummers will dilute the brand's image and even stoal
sales from other GM vehicles. They argue that the decision
to introduce smaller and lowor-priced Hummers is a risky
move, especially given the brand's aspirationalnature.

Maybe so. but GMis already discussing the possibility of
an H4.

Questionsfor Discussion

1. How has GM used the major segmentation variables for
consumer markets in segmenting the SUV market?

2. What target-market decisions has GM made in
selecting targets for the Hummer H2? How aro those
decisions different from AM General's target for the
original Hummer?

3. How has GMattempted to position the H2?
4. Why do you think some consumers will pay $40.000 or

more for an off-road vehicle that 90 percent of them
will never take off road?

5. What segmentation. targeting. and positioning
recommendations would you make to GM for the H3?

6. What other marketing recommendations would you
make?
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